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Editorial
EU funding for new tools
and solutions
Breast cancer claims the lives of more European women
than any other cancer: one in eight women in the EU will
develop breast cancer before the age of 85. Data from
the European Cancer Information System (ECIS) indicate
more than 400 000 new cases were diagnosed in 2018.
By improving the quality of breast cancer services in
Europe, the European Commission Initiative on Breast
Cancer (ECIBC) aims to help reduce the burden of cancer
and decrease the avoidable differences in breast cancer
incidence, prevalence, mortality and survival.
Cancer is an important priority of the next phase of the EU’s research
and innovation programme, Horizon Europe, which will run from
2021-2027 with a proposed budget of EUR 100 billion. For the first
time, the programme is establishing ‘Missions’ which will: “Boost the
impact of EU-funded research and innovation by mobilising investment and EU-wide efforts around measurable and time-bound goals
around issues that affect citizens’ daily lives.” Research on cancer
will be spearheaded by one of the five Missions.

Improvement but still a way to go
The breast cancer mortality rate has dropped by nearly 12 % across
the EU over the past decade, the study notes, with 13.36 women per
100 000 expected to succumb to the disease in 2019, down from
16.44 women per 100 000 in the 2005-2009 period. Researchers found
that six of the biggest countries in the bloc now have averages hovering
from 13-14 deaths per 100 000 women.
Importantly, the overall prognosis for European breast cancer patients has
improved markedly, but there is still much work to be done. This is reflected
in the broad range of research being funded by the EU, from large-scale,
international projects to individual fellowships. Taking research results out
of the lab and turning them into tools for use by health care systems is the
focus of EU support to innovative bioscience and diagnostic companies
through the EU’s dedicated SME Instrument.
Improved population-based screening to boost early detection and diagnosis, and new methods for the management of treatment are all playing
a key role in reducing the number of deaths across Europe now. The EU’s
support to projects, such as those featured in the Results Pack, is bringing
next generation solutions to drive down the numbers of women losing
their lives to this disease.
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EU support saving lives

A step towards augmented reality for
the treatment of cancer

The EU-funded projects showcased in this CORDIS Results Pack show the
diversity of research receiving EU support. Large consortia working closely
to access cross-border data to gain real insight into the disease, scientists
working independently, supported by a fellowship to pursue their research
goals, SMEs funded to turn prototypes into tools: the European Union is
exploring all avenues to save lives.

29
Precision diagnosis and treatment for difficult-to-treat
cancers
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Why stem cells could
hold key to tackling
breast cancer
Stem cells can play a critical role in breast cancer relapses, EU-funded researchers
have found. By understanding the molecular characteristics of these stem cells, the
BRECASTEM project hopes to advance new treatments and more targeted

© science photo, Shutterstock

therapies – and ultimately save lives.

The cells in our body are constantly being replaced. This requires
new cells to be continually produced, just to maintain equilibrium.
“It’s a bit like having a car – once a component wears out, it needs
to be replaced,” explains BRECASTEM (Functional and Molecular
Characterisation of Breast Cancer Stem Cells) project coordinator
Dr Axel Behrens from the Francis Crick Institute in the UK.
These new cells are produced by stem cells. Unlike the ‘working’ cells in our skin or hair that are constantly being shed and
replaced, stem cells can live for years. It is this property that

makes them more likely to give rise to a tumour, as cancerous
‘working cells’ generally don’t stick around long enough to spread.

Understanding cell behaviour
The BRECASTEM project focused on Lgr6-positive cells, a very
specific stem cell population located in the breast. One of the
functions of this particular stem cell is to mediate breast expansion
after pregnancy. Scientists at the Francis Crick Institute recently
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confirmed that a tumour-inducing genetic change occurring in
these cells can lead to a particular form of breast cancer. “Chemotherapy will help to shrink the tumour, but there is also a risk that
after therapy the tumour will grow back again,” says Dr Behrens.

decade or so, research has become far more holistic, as people
understand the need to see the whole picture. This is the right
approach because you can only deliver results with people who
offer complementary expertise.”

From this basic understanding, the project team worked to characterise the molecular differences between cancer stem cells
and non-stem cells. The project confirmed a conceptual similarity
between how a normal organ is built and how a tumour is built.
In both, stem cells and ‘working’ cells play a role.

Dr Behrens adds that there is a growing realisation that every
tumour is different. Tumours can be classified into groups, but
this does not necessarily mean that they can be treated the
same. “My personal view is that while it might be very difficult to
actually cure cancer, we can increase the percentage of people
who respond positively to treatments,” Dr Behrens says.

“This is one of the first times that scientists have demonstrated
that there is indeed a small sub-population of cells within the
tumour that can be linked to post-chemo relapse. It is these
cancer stem cells that initiate the relapse,” Dr Behrens adds.

Optimistic findings
Dr Behrens acknowledges that there is ongoing scientific
debate on this issue but is confident that the findings of the
BRECASTEM project represent an important step forward. “The
first step towards finding a cure is understanding how relapses
are caused. Now we have a better picture of how this happens,
we can work on ways of getting rid of these malignant stem cells
and making a relapse far less
likely,” Dr Behrens says.
In getting to that place,
Dr Behrens believes that
collaborations such as the
BRECASTEM project will
be critical: “It is becoming
increasingly hard to work
alone because of the way that scientific research has developed.
You need to cover a lot of ground, from the basic biology to
understanding the clinical significance. I think that over the last

Now we have a better picture
of how this happens, we can
work on ways of getting rid of
these malignant stem cells.
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It is expected that the findings of the BRECASTEM project will
feed into further research towards the development of stem
cell therapies for specific cancers. “Given the usual timeline
of clinical development, this is something that will take years.
But I do predict that there will eventually be drugs that are
aimed at eradicating cancer stem cells,” concludes Dr Behrens.
This research was undertaken with the support of the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie programme.

P R OJ E C T

BRECASTEM – Functional and Molecular
Characterisation of Breast Cancer Stem Cells
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

The Francis Crick Institute in the United Kingdom
FUNDED UNDER
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IT support tool facilitates
decisive action on
breast cancer
A pioneering new decision support tool intuitively presents clinical breast cancer cases
and provides personalised recommendations based on evidence, previous cases and
decisions. This will help breast cancer specialists to make informed choices and select
the most effective therapies.

case management. Developed through the EU-funded DESIREE
(Decision Support and Information Management System for
Breast Cancer) project, a prototype IT decision support system
is designed to make the decision-making process far more consistent and efficient, and ultimately help save lives.

© LStockStudio, Shutterstock

Breast cancer remains the most common type of cancer affecting
women in the EU, with an estimated 562 500 cases in 2018.
A total of one in eight women in the EU will develop breast
cancer before the age of 85. The complexity of digital data
available nowadays requires efficient tools for multidisciplinary
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Big Data challenge

timeline of diagnoses and treatments. “This is a really important
aspect of the system. The timeline allows practitioners to closely
follow each case. The decision support functionality ensures
informed decision-making based on evidence, experience and
previous similar cases,” says Dr Macía.

Multidisciplinary Breast Units (BUs) are a well-established means
of dealing with breast cancer cases. They consist of medical
experts – radiologists, pathologists, surgeons and oncologists
for example – who meet about once a week to review patient
cases and decide on treatments. Dealing
with cases in a systematic manner and
involving different medical perspectives
ensures that the best possible courses of
The decision
treatment are followed, ensuring a high
functionality
quality of care.

Another innovative strand has been the
project’s modelling work on surgical therapy, built on previous research with a US
partner. Through a combination of healing
support
and mechanical modelling patient imagensures
ing data, the aesthetic impact of surgery
informed decision-making
on the breast can be predicted and simuA key challenge is making sense of the
lated. “This is something really tangible
based on evidence.
sheer amount of medical data available
for patients. You can imagine that if, say,
for each patient. Current IT systems are
you have a fear of surgery or its aesthetic
often not adequately equipped for this task, which means that outcome, the doctor can show you what the results will look
pulling together and reviewing this heterogeneous informa- like,” adds Dr Macía.
tion can be complex and time consuming. Making comparisons
between cases and therapies can also be difficult to achieve, The whole IT system is currently undergoing clinical validation,
even though the raw data is there.
with the DESIREE project officially ending in July 2019. Nonetheless the results achieved within DESIREE will continue to be built
“The aim of this project was to develop an information and upon. A project workshop involving IT specialists was recently
decision support system to help BUs,” explains DESIREE project held, to identify possible R&D collaborations in the future. Extercoordinator Dr Iván Macía, Director of eHealth and Biomedical nal technology companies have also been contacted to discuss
Applications at Vicomtech in Spain. “It is impossible for medical possible commercial exploitation further down the line.
staff to remember so many variables and remember previous
cases and decisions, so we wanted to find a way of presenting “Another point is that this system is transferrable to other types
all this information in a nice way.”
of cancers. First however, there has to be full clinical validation
to convince others that the system actually works. This is the
challenge of being a pioneer in developing this kind of system,”
Dr Macía concludes.

Decision-making support

From the very beginning, the needs and requirements of the four
hospitals involved in the project influenced the development
of the DESIREE system. Consensus was required to incorporate
expertise and patient variables, and to digitally implement clinical guidelines. This ensured that only quality data was collected
and integrated into the system and that recommendations were
according to existing evidence.

P R OJ E C T

DESIREE – Decision Support and Information
Management System for Breast Cancer
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Vicomtech in Spain
The end result is a prototype IT tool that incorporates clinical
guidelines, clinical experience and important patient context
information, and can help experts evaluate the outcome of previous decisions. Reviewing the decisions and results of similar
cases also ensures that patients are treated in a consistent
manner.
The tool presents individual cases in an intuitive way and contains diagnostic images relevant to each case. It also includes a
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Epigenetics explains
how breast tumour
cells escape hormonal
treatment
EpiPredict has mapped systems behaviour of breast cancer cells after hormone
treatment. Findings show how tumours change their ‘appearance’ to evade cancer
treatments using epigenetic mechanisms – a major stepping stone to treatment

© Sebastian Kaulitzki, Shutterstock

monitoring and precision cancer medicine.

Breast cancer cells usually have hormone receptors which, when
bound to hormones, fuel cancer growth. Approximately 70 % of
breast cancers are oestrogen (hormone) receptor positive (ER+).
These patients are routinely treated for at least 5 years with
hormonal therapies, with over 20 % of them relapsing within
10 years, risking that the cancer incurably spreads throughout
the body.

The exact mechanism that drives resistance to drug treatment,
especially in the early phase, is poorly understood. The EU-funded
EpiPredict (Epigenetic regulation of endocrine therapy resistance
in breast cancer: A systems medicine approach to predict treatment outcome) project trained 12 multidisciplinary early-stage
researchers (ESRs) to explore the role of epigenetic regulation to
predict and prevent hormonal therapy resistant ER+ breast cancer.
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Systems level
epigenetic profiling
While each cell in the body contains the same genetic information, the epigenetic composition determines which genes are
turned on or off, providing unique cell identity. Environmental
factors like stress and nutrition can alter epigenetic regulation
and affect conditions such as aging and disease. Since epigenetics is in principle reversible, it opens up
the possibility of new therapies based
on epigenetic editing.

EpiPredict has
generated an effective
scientific network with
excellent opportunities
to foster this as a
strong international
hub in the field.

To explain highly dynamic changes in
tumour cells and discover new epigenetic biomarkers and potentially new
therapies, EpiPredict used a so-called
‘systems medicine’ approach.

In practice this meant combining
dedicated multidisciplinary tools
and technologies, such as computer
simulation, high throughput profiling, bioinformatics, single cell
high-resolution mapping and epigenetic editing, to investigate
the epigenetic behaviour of tumour cells and help identify the
course of resistance development.

The Yin Yang1 protein was found to have a unique role in epigenetically driving the activity of the SLC9A3R1 gene and helping
cancer cells grow and evade treatment. Also, a mechanism was
identified as underlying early relapse from postmenopausal
treatment, which suggested the involvement of an epigenetically-altered population of tumour cells.
EpiPredict identified key changes in the metabolic composition
of treatment adapted tumour cells, with a metabolic switch
implicated in treatment survival. Metformin was noted as a
promising compound for co-treatment options.
Additionally, a rare, pre-adapted tumour population was identified, with high epigenetic plasticity. It was suspected that these
cells have the selective advantage of outgrowing the other
tumour cells during longer treatment, undergoing further ‘reprogramming’, so as to acquire complete resistance to treatment.
“Although it is too early to talk about therapeutic use, our modelling work reinforced the molecular biology screening and validations, and vice versa,” says Dr Verschure. “But as we mainly
analysed cell line models, a critical next step will be collaborating
with clinical centres to test observations in patients’ tumours, to
determine if epigenetic prediction tools can be used to monitor treatment response and whether epigenetic reversal could
prevent resistance development.” This research was undertaken
with the support of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme.

Additionally, to further determine the ‘cause-consequence relationships’ of epigenetic regulatory mechanisms, EpiPredict generated a library of epigenetic editing tools.
“Exchange of ideas, knowledge, information, data, protocols and
tools was high on the agenda and largely covered by secondments across borders that became one of the highlights of
EpiPredict,” says project coordinator Dr Pernette Verschure.
“EpiPredict has generated an effective scientific network with
excellent opportunities to foster this as a strong international
hub in the field.”

P R OJ E C T

EpiPredict – Epigenetic regulation of endocrine
therapy resistance in breast cancer: A systems
medicine approach to predict treatment
outcome
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands

Towards a new class of
epigenetic biomarkers

FUNDED UNDER

H2020-MSCA-ITN
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T

The EpiPredict team discovered a handful of epigenetic regulatory principles for how tumour cells undergo multi-step adaptations, by switching genes on and off, to diversify when being
exposed to hormone treatment.
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A mobile app that
saves lives: remote
symptom monitoring
for cancer patients
The eSMART consortium extends a hand to people undergoing chemotherapy.
To patients previously left to their own devices in coping with side effects once
back home, they propose a mobile-based monitoring system allowing for faster

© bixstock, Shutterstock

clinician intervention.

It is often one of the first questions coming to patients’ minds as they
face the prospect of chemotherapy treatment. What are the potential side effects and how can they be dealt with? Whilst healthcare

professionals will always do their utmost during treatment, the control they can exert is mostly limited to the clinical setting. Once out,
patients often have to manage side effects at home, on their own.
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“People with cancer are often outpatients. The absence of direct
supervision by health professionals while at home can result in
sub-optimal management of symptoms, with people sometimes
failing to report symptoms to professionals in a timely manner.
This can result in symptom progression, up to the point where
they become so severe that hospitalisation is required,” explains
Roma Maguire, Professor of Digital Health and Care at the
University of Strathclyde.
As coordinator of the project eSMART (Randomised controlled
trial to evaluate electronic Symptom Management using the
Advanced Symptom Management System (ASyMS) Remote
Technology for patients with cancers), Prof. Maguire believes
in mobile technology as a means to improve cancer care. In
cooperation with 13 cancer centres from five EU countries, she
dedicated the past five years to the development and testing of
ASyMS, a system that can remotely monitor and help manage
the side effects of chemotherapy.

A consistent routine to follow
The project team recruited over 800 patients with breast, colorectal or haematological cancer as they received at least four
cycles of chemotherapy. Once sent home, they had to repeat
the same routine every day: completing a symptom questionnaire on their mobile phone and recording their temperature.
“An evidence-based algorithm sits within the system server.
It reviews the patient’s reports and, if any symptoms are of
concern, triggers alerts to doctors or nurses in real time. Within
a few minutes of a questionnaire being completed, clinicians
are notified of symptoms that require further assessment and
management,” says Prof. Maguire. ”Besides, the system provides patients with evidence-based self-care advice on how
to manage their symptoms.”

Reducing the burden
As Prof. Maguire explains, the main objective of eSMART is to
evaluate whether ASyMS reduces the symptom burden of people
receiving chemotherapy: “We are also interested in determining
whether the system reduces levels of patient anxiety, decreases
the need for supportive care, improves quality of life and empowers people to be more involved in the management of their
own symptoms. Finally, we are trying to determine whether the
system is cost-effective.”
The evaluation of the system – which consists in measuring changes in patient outcomes through a range of patientreported outcome measures validated in other studies on
people with cancer – is in its final stages. Once the results are
published, the team will focus on ensuring that the system can
be used in real-world clinical care. More advanced features
are already planned through the addition of AI capabilities,
and an extension of the application into cancer survivorship is
being investigated.
This research was undertaken with the support of the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie programme.

P R OJ E C T

eSMART – Randomised controlled trial to
evaluate electronic Symptom Management
using the Advanced Symptom Management
System (ASyMS) Remote Technology for
patients with cancers
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

University of Strathclyde in the United Kingdom
FUNDED UNDER

Once a questionnaire has been completed, clinicians are notified within minutes. A green alert means the patient can be
advised to manage his/her symptoms at home without the
need for clinical intervention. If the symptoms get too close to
becoming problematic, the alert turns amber, meaning that it
should be reviewed by a clinician within 8 hours. Finally, a red
alert is sent out in case of severe or life-threatening symptoms.
These should be dealt with urgently, within the next 30 minutes.
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Understanding the
role of proteoglycans
in cancer progression
By gaining a better understanding of how proteoglycans cause a tumour to worsen, the
EU-funded GLYCANC project aims to help develop new drugs for treating cancers,

© molekuul_be

including breast cancer.

With cancer being a leading cause of death, curing the disease remains a priority. However, due to the disease’s complex mechanisms, finding such a cure remains elusive. This
in large part is the result of there being so many different
types of cancers and the many different factors that influence
the disease.
Once such factor is glycoproteins, or proteins that contain
a special type of sugar. The medical community has long
known that a particular class of glycoproteins plays an
important role in causing a cancer to worsen. Yet because
analysing these molecules, called proteoglycans (PGs), is

technically difficult, they have been generally neglected by the
scientific community.
Thanks in part to the EU-funded GLYCANC (Matrix glycans as multifunctional pathogenesis factors and therapeutic targets in cancer)
project, analysing PGs – and their role in cancer progression – just got
easier. “By bringing together European, Korean and South American
experts in glyco-science, we set out to better understand the way
these sugars work,” says Dr Martin Götte, GLYCANC project coordinator and professor of Medical Biochemistry at the University of
Münster. “The ultimate goal was to then apply this knowledge to
the development of new drugs for treating cancers,” Dr Götte adds.
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Powerful new tools
To develop new analytical methods, project researchers applied
two biophysical technologies: RAMAN spectroscopy and FTIR
analysis. The former is used to determine vibrational modes of
molecules, while the latter is used to identify organic, polymeric,
and, in some cases, inorganic materials.
As these technologies have never been extensively used in sugar
analytics before, researchers had to first develop new protocols
for their application. “Our methods successfully distinguish normal tissue from tumour tissue with high reproducibility based
on differences in sugar structures,” explains Dr Götte. “Having
this ability represents a powerful new tool for clinicians to use
when diagnosing patients.”

development of new spectroscopic analytical tools, the finding of a regulatory axis of oestrogen receptors-microRNAs and
PGs, the elucidation of the role of PGs in cancer stem cells, and
therapeutic resistance mechanisms in cancer are all results that
we are particularly proud of.”
Although now officially closed, the techniques developed during
the project are already being used in practice. Furthermore, some
GLYCANC team members have applied for joint funding at the EU
and international level to ensure the sustainability of the project.
This research was undertaken with the support of the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie programme.

One of these methods involved the use of a technique called
atomic force microscopy. Used to detect tumour cell structures
that are a million times smaller than a millimetre, researchers
from industry and academia collaborated to adapt the technique
to distinguish aggressive tumour cells from less aggressive cells.
P R OJ E C T

The team also showed that because the small nucleic acids
known as microRNAs are regulated by hormones, they determine the number of PGs made and cause PGs in tumour cells to
develop a different structure than those found in healthy cells.
“What this means is that tumour cells become less aggressive
when treated with microRNA-based drugs,” says Dr Götte. “Knowing this allowed us to demonstrate its impact on so-called cancer
stem cells, a cell type particularly resistant to chemo- and radiotherapy, which may represent a promising therapeutic approach.”
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GLYCANC – Matrix glycans as multifunctional
pathogenesis factors and therapeutic targets
in cancer
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

University of Münster in Germany
FUNDED UNDER

H2020-MSCA-RISE
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All goals achieved

cordis.europa.eu/project/id/645756

According to Dr Götte, the GLYCANC project has successfully
achieved all its scientific aims: “At the scientific level, the

medizin.uni-muenster.de/glycanc/start/
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A minimally-invasive
prognostic device
for breast cancer
Dealing with suspected breast cancer is a traumatic experience, one that’s only worsened
by how invasive current diagnostic and prognostic tools are. The HypoSens consortium
hopes to relieve patients from what is, in 70 % of cases, just excessive suffering.

Ever since its use was first reported in 1992, surgical sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) has become the undisputed
method for breast cancer prognosis. Steady improvements
in survival rates have been observed over the past few
decades, and the over 90 % accuracy of SLNB in defining
cancer stages and predicting treatment outcomes certainly
played an important part in this positive evolution.

SLNB is indeed highly invasive. It can also feel over the top
with its 70 % negative results and the wasted resources
that come with it. With each unnecessary SLNB taking
place, the health system loses up to EUR 15 000, and
that’s not even counting the 4 days the patient spends at
the hospital.

© vetpathologist, Shutterstock

The technique, however, is not without its downsides. As
Dr Francesc Mitjans, Director of Health and Biomedicine

at Leitat, puts it: “There is a real, unmet clinical need for a
more reliable and less invasive prognostic alternative, both
for the patients themselves and for health practitioners.”
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In fact, this is just the tip of the iceberg. Some patients have
exhibited allergic reactions to the injected dye or have seen
damaged lymphatic vessels swell and eventually cause
lymphatic oedema. Moreover, results delivery can take
up to 2 weeks and, in 5 to 10 % of cases, turn out to be
false negatives.
“HypoSens set out to provide patients, surgeons and oncologists with an innovative prognostic system that addresses
these shortcomings,” Dr Mitjans says.

Faster, better and less painful
prognostic alternatives
The HypoSens (Nano-confined photonic system for detection
of breast cancer spread to the lymph nodes) project’s imaging
system combines the use of specific anti-HER2 antibodies to
target cancer cells with dual parameter (local Tº C and O2)
nanosensors.
It also encompasses an external non-invasive near-infrared
(NIR) probe device which can register signals through the skin using
the wavefront shaping concept. The
latter processes data collected by
Our system will offer
injected nanosensors that target
faster, better and less
the tumour, and overcomes the
current limits of imaging through
painful prognostic
highly scattering tissue.
alternatives to breast

cancer patients, as no
surgery is required.

“Our system will offer faster, better
and less painful prognostic alternatives to breast cancer patients, as
no surgery is required,” Dr Mitjans explains. “The ability to
provide final prognostic results immediately will also save
patients the anxiety caused by current options.”
The project consortium has already obtained the ethical clearances required to conduct studies on animals and clinical
samples. They have drafted a business plan for the future
commercialisation of the technology, which foresees an
upgrade from lab scale to commercial production.
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“Our business plan identifies which components need to be modified for successful commercialisation and maps a way forward
for needful modifications. We have already set up various strategies to catch the attention of the public, investors, the medical research sector, academia, SMEs and cancer associations,”
Dr Mitjans points out.

Future plans to reach the
market
The team is working hard to bring the device to patients in the
near future. “We are planning for a 6-month-long trial targeting
up to 400 patients with HER2-positive breast cancer across
Europe, to compare pathology data with data gathered by
HypoSens. We also have to seek formal CE certification and FDA
approval. To ensure widespread production, we plan to license
the technology to industry-leading medical device manufacturers
in Europe,” Dr Mitjans says.
Although the HypoSens system was initially meant to focus on
breast cancer, the team is now considering its use for the diagnosis and prognostic of other metastatic cancers. These include
vulval, colorectal and gastric cancers, as well as pelvic and renal
tumours via the use of other tumour-targeting moieties.

P R OJ E C T

HypoSens – Nano-confined photonic system
for detection of breast cancer spread to the
lymph nodes
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Leitat in Spain
FUNDED UNDER
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Exploring a unique laser
immunotherapy against
cancerous tumours
Harnessing the power of the immune system to fight disease is an area of growing medical
interest. When it comes to fighting cancer, one project is using laser technology for an
innovative therapy.

Our immune systems protect us by producing antibodies to fight
infections. Drug-based immunotherapies boost these natural
defences against illness such as cancer. But with many patients not
responding to these immunotherapies, new approaches are needed.

The effectiveness of the method was tested against solid pancreatic and breast cancer tumours confirming the therapeutic
promise of the new method. The clinical uptake of imILT will
reduce the treatment costs of treating solid tumours, such as
incurred by surgery.

© INTHER

The EU-supported INTHER (Clinical validation and commercialization of innovative immunostimulating Interstitial Laser
Thermotherapy) project developed an innovative device to
deliver minimally invasive immunostimulating Interstitial Laser

Thermotherapy (imILT). The therapy works by attacking the
tumour directly and stimulating the patient’s own immune system to attack other (same-type cancer) tumours.
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Testing for safety and
equipment usability
The imILT laser light heats the cancerous tumour in a gentle and
controlled way, killing it within a few days and causing it to leak
antigens. These antigens activate the body’s immune system,
which also targets other tumours and metastases in the body.
In the case of pancreatic cancer, five patients with stage III
pancreatic cancer were treated in France using imILT during
open surgery. The patients tolerated the treatment well and the
equipment was found to be highly usable and safe.

If CLS can offer an
alternative for these
patients, improving
overall survival rates,
this will be a milestone.

In Portugal, four patients with locally
advanced stage III and stage IV
pancreatic cancer were also treated
using open surgery. The therapy was
well tolerated by the patients and no
serious side effects resulted from the
therapy.

As of November 2018, five of the
patients who received imILT had a
median survival time of 17 months, compared with the published
results for locally advanced, inoperable pancreatic cancer, with
a median survival of under a year.
As for breast cancer, two patients in the UK were treated with
imILT. The treatment was well tolerated without serious side
effects, and both patients were still alive when followed-up, two
and 10 months (respectively), after the therapy.

Towards clinical practice
Currently, CLS and the two hospitals that conducted the pancreatic cancer study are collaborating further on using imILT. Results
are to be jointly presented at the ECIO conference in April 2019.
Additionally, the Institute of Oncology in Portugal will continue
to offer imILT to patients with pancreatic cancer making it the
first European hospital to routinely offer it.
The TRANBERG delivery system (the laser machine and instruments used to treat the patient, measuring and controlling laser
temperature) is CE-marked and market ready, while the imILT
method (the treatment protocol) needs to be further verified
with more patients.
The prevalence of pancreatic cancer is increasing significantly
and lacks effective treatments. Additionally, most patients are
diagnosed quite late, due to somewhat indeterminate symptoms.
“If CLS can offer an alternative for these patients, improving
overall survival rates, this will be a milestone. imILT can also
be combined with other treatments – an area we will further
explore,” says Eriksson.

P R OJ E C T

INTHER – Clinical validation and
commercialization of innovative
immunostimulating Interstitial
Laser Thermotherapy
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“These tests demonstrate that imILT treatment is safe, noninvasive with few side effects, and at a lower cost per patient
compared to surgery or chemical treatment,” says Mr Lars-Erik
Eriksson, CEO at CLS.
As the treatment happens at a low temperature (about
46 degrees for 30 minutes), the tumour’s antigenic proteins are
preserved, further stimulating an immunological defence and
potentially offering long-term protection against tumours of the
same kind of cancer: a possibility still to be properly investigated.
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Gene test forecasts
breast cancer outcome
Despite scientific advances, breast cancer remains one of the leading causes of death
among women. Advances in molecular diagnostics are expected to improve prognosis
and treatment of breast cancer patients.

therapy after surgery. However, this approach doesn’t determine the risk of cancer recurrence with patients being over
or under treated.

© Agendia

Traditionally, breast cancer treatment decisions made by
physicians rely on clinical pathology such as hormone receptor status, age, tumour size, grade and lymph node involvement. Based on these, current guidelines recommend that
all patients with invasive breast cancer receive adjuvant
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A genetic profile associated
with cancer recurrence
To address this issue and improve clinical decision, the EU-funded
MammaPrint (Improved breast cancer care by innovative diagnostic test MammaPrint) project proposed to analyse the entire
genome of patients and further validate a molecular signature
that could be associated with cancer recurrence. “MammaPrint
was developed with the rationale that the natural history of
the disease is determined by the underlying regulatory gene
pathways active in the tumour,” explains project coordinator and
Medical Director EU at Agendia, Dr Sari Neijenhuis. This means
that gene expression profiles can be utilised alongside standard
clinical pathology for prognosis and therapy response prediction.
Agendia, a spin-off company of the Netherlands Cancer Institute,
performed a genome-wide analysis of 25 000 genes in untreated
primary breast tumour samples. They then compared the gene
expression profiles of patients who did not have distant metastasis
within 5 years with those who did. This allowed them to identify
70 genes that could distinguish patients at high risk of developing
metastases from those whose risk of metastasis was sufficiently
low and who wouldn’t clinically benefit from chemotherapy.
“The idea is to test all early stage breast cancer patients and
accurately identify which ones will benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy,” continues Dr Neijenhuis. The MammaPrint test essentially determines the expression profile of this 70-gene signature
set and using specific algorithms predicts the risk of distant
recurrence, associating it with good or poor prognosis.

Validating the clinical utility
of MammaPrint
To assess the prognostic accuracy and predictive value of the
MammaPrint test for predicting 5- and 10-year relapse-free
survival, collaborators performed a retrospective analysis of
a postmenopausal breast cancer population from the ABCSG
8 and the STO High Risk clinical trials. In addition, PRIMe, a
prospective trial in Germany, Switzerland and Austria, demonstrated the importance of a precision medicine approach that
integrates genomic, clinical and pathological factors to guide
patient treatment.
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According to Dr Neijenhuis: “The results of the three studies were
complementary and allowed us to assess the level of benefit
of chemotherapy in MammaPrint High Risk Patients and the
changes in management based on MammaPrint in a real world
setting.” The adherence to the MammaPrint test results was very
high and further highlighted the support offered to patients in
the decision-making process.

The future of
precision oncology
The MammaPrint test can help thousands of women throughout
Europe to safely avoid chemotherapy and its toxic side effects.
Its proven clinical utility in specific
European markets significantly
strengthens and accelerates partner
efforts to make the test available in
The idea is to test all
other regions and parts of the world.

early stage breast
cancer patients and
accurately identify which
ones will benefit from
adjuvant chemotherapy.

MammaPrint is currently endorsed
by several international and national
clinical guidelines, demonstrating
that genomics can help individualise
treatment regimens. Importantly,
it emphasises the importance of
precision oncology in future clinical practice offering a more
cost-effective approach to breast cancer management.
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Developing the
cancer-fighting
drugs of tomorrow
The EU-funded MATADOR project is developing a cell-based test that could help
discover new drugs capable of curing breast cancer.

Recent research into carcinoma cancer has put the spotlight on
the role of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Carcinoma cancers start in the cells that make up the skin or tissue
lining the organs. Like other cancers, the abnormal cells divide
without control and through metastatic dissemination, which is
triggered by EMT, spread to other parts of the body. According
to some researchers, interfering with the EMT could be the key
to curing breast carcinoma cancer.

© Andrii Slonchak, Shutterstock

With over 2 million new cases diagnosed in 2018, breast
cancer remains the most common type of cancer in women
worldwide. The good news is that improvements in diagnosis, prognosis and the treatment of primary tumours means
there is now a 90 % five-year survival rate. The bad news
is that metastatic breast cancer, or cancer that has spread
beyond the breast and nearby lymph nodes to other organs,
remains uncurable.
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It is this interference that most interests the EU-funded
MATADOR (MAmmary chemoresistant Tumor deAth by
Directed cell ORientation) project. “The MATADOR project
is dedicated to developing a new cell-based test for drug
screening capable of identifying the compounds that best
interfere with epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition,” says
Mr Manuel Thery, project coordinator.

Developing marketable, cellbased assays
The European Research Council (ERC) proof-of-concept MATADOR
project is an extension of the SPICY ERC Frontier Research
Starting Grant. In that project, researchers successfully developed an assay to characterise the EMT-state of breast carcinoma
cells. “Building on this knowledge,
MATADOR is developing the marketable, cell-based assays needed to
discover new drugs capable of curing
Our tests represent an
mammary tumours,” explains Thery.

important first step
towards the development
of the cancer-fighting
drugs of tomorrow.

A cell-based assay is an experiment performed on cells in culture
that tests a given cell function, such
as viability, division or migration.
According to Thery, one of the biggest challenges researchers faced in conducting these experiments was ensuring their cell-based assays complied with the
standard drug screening protocol used by the pharmaceutical
industry. This required researchers to reformat their initial assay
from small 2x2 cm glass coverslips to the industry-standard
96-well microplates.
“The density of cells needed to be highly homogeneous, but the
small size of the wells tends to cause the cells to aggregate
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at the centre and along the edges, which makes cell seeding
extremely difficult,” says Thery. “To overcome this, we adjusted
the volume and temperature of each individual well to limit the
cause of cell aggregation.”

An important first step
With the assays reformatted, researchers then conducted a positive control of forskolin, a compound known to revert EMT. “Our
test successfully captured the effect that this compound has on
impeding EMT, an important first step towards developing the
cancer-fighting drugs of tomorrow,” adds Thery.
The project is now actively screening a small library of FDAapproved drugs. Based on the success of this step, researchers
will then launch a new research company dedicated to drug
testing for pharmaceutical companies.
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Breast cancer detection
boosted in Bulgaria
via models
An EU-funded initiative helped the Technical University of Varna in Bulgaria establish
excellence in 3D computer modelling of breast tumours. Improved detection of earlystage cancer would reduce the need for call-backs for additional testing.

of breast cancers occur in women under the age of 50. Early
diagnosis can greatly improve recovery and survival.

© Kristina Bliznakova

Breast cancer is the scourge of our time. It affects one in eight
women in Europe at some point in their lives. Approximately 20 %
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The EU-funded MaXIMA (Three dimensional breast cancer models for X-ray Imaging research) project focused on creating 3D
computational models of malignant breast tumours. These can
be used to develop new techniques for detecting more complex
forms of breast cancer that are difficult to diagnose with standard examination methods. Formulated in partnership with the
Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium and the University of
Naples Federico II in Italy, MaXIMA’s innovative research has the
potential to save many lives.

Unmasking breast cancer
in dense breasts
The research conducted by MaXIMA focused on enhancing
techniques to detect small and irregular-shaped tumours in
dense breast tissues. “Despite recent technological advances
such as digital mammography, detecting cancers hidden in
dense breast tissues is challenging,” says project coordinator
Kristina Bliznakova. “Unfortunately, contrary to expectations,
breast cancer mortality continues to rise in many EU countries,
and one of the most important
reasons could be related to the
Despite recent technological
limitations of current technoladvances such as digital
ogy in screening dense breasts.”

mammography, detecting
cancers hidden in dense
breast tissues is challenging.

Breast tomosynthesis is a
newer advanced technology
that has been designed to overcome the limitations associated
with conventional 2D mammography. The examination uses
low-dose X-rays, and can be carried out at the same time as the
2D mammogram. Images are taken at varying angles and reconstructed using a computer into thin slices of 3D volume. These
thin slices enable radiologists to detect small breast tumours
that are masked by the overlying gland tissue.

3D models to better outline
the tumour
Despite their increase in popularity, advanced X-ray breast imaging techniques need to be complemented by computer models
and simulations to be entirely effective in practice. “In most
cases, tumours form inhomogeneous masses with no distinct
boundaries. This prevents us from clearly distinguishing the contours of the cancer formations,” explains Bliznakova.
“Three-dimensional computational and physical models are
powerful tools in the hands of engineers, physicians and physicists. Advanced models help scientists accurately define breast
shapes, glandular tissue distribution and cancer mass shape
and type,” adds Bliznakova. In light of this, project researchers
developed novel computational models of hard-to-diagnose
breast tumours such as those surrounded by dense parenchyma.
Furthermore, they created physical anthropomorphic models,
known as phantoms, of breasts and tumours for testing and validating X-ray imaging techniques, including breast tomosynthesis
and phase-contrast imaging. Suitable 3D printing techniques
and materials were investigated for producing physical breast
phantoms.
Close cooperation between the partnering institutions helped to
significantly increase the scientific and technological capacity
of the Technical University of Varna in the X-ray breast imaging field. Innovative projects like MaXIMA should help establish
Bulgaria as a hub for research and development in Europe.

P R OJ E C T
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Technical University of Varna (TUV) in Bulgaria
Another X-ray imaging technique that can add more information on tissue structure is phase-contrast X-ray tomography.
Traditional mammography relies on the decrease in the X-ray
beam’s intensity when traversing the body tissues. However,
phase-contrast X-ray imaging measures the difference in the
way an X-ray beam oscillates through normal tissue compared
with denser tumour tissues. The technique provides a sharper
picture of subtle changes in tissue density, as it increases the
visibility of thin edges and border details in many specimens.
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Breakthrough in probe
technology could improve
breast cancer treatment
The MIDxPRO project has been laying the groundwork for the use of automated
surgical margin detection devices and microwave biopsy probes in breast cancer
treatment. Eventually, these could lead to more frequent diagnosis and shorter

© Chaikom, Shutterstock

rehabilitation periods for patients.

It was first envisioned in literature dating back to 2001. By
using open-ended/coaxial contact probes for biopsies and
surgical margin detection, health professionals have a chance
of diagnosing breast cancer earlier as well as reducing the
need for radical mastectomies.

Coaxial contact probes are cylindrical conductors transmitting
electromagnetic waves. Whilst they are mostly known for carrying
radio signals from antenna to television, the waves they contain
have been found to reflect differently when hitting materials
with different properties.
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But this is just theory. Before the MIDxPRO (Microwave Diagnosis of Breast Cancer with Open Ended Contact Probes)
project was kicked off, attempts to apply this technique in
clinical settings had failed to live up to expectations. Whilst
commercially available measurement kits reported a 5 %
error rate, the use of open-ended contact probes (OECPs)
increased this rate to 30 %.

Although the new techniques still have a long way to go
before they can be used on patients, the project has already
moved forward with animal experiments. The team notably
collected dielectric properties of rat breast tissues and rat
tumour tissues.

“We have compiled the largest set of in vivo data ever collected in literature. Although we are still processing it, our
“The technique was just not reliable enough,” says Tuba Yilmaz, current results show a 92 % classification accuracy on raw
coordinator of the project and Assistant Professor at Istanbul unprocessed data. This is better than the 70 % accuracy curTechnical University. “Even though
rently obtained in a clinical setting. We
the practical applications had been
expect this accuracy to exceed 95 %
envisioned, their realisation was not
after we’ve optimised the parameters
possible.”
of the machine learning algorithm,”
Our current results show a 92 %
Prof. Yilmaz enthuses.
classification accuracy on raw
The stakes are high. Breast cancer
diagnosis requires a rather heavy
In the long run, Prof. Yilmaz hopes that
unprocessed data. This is better
two-step biopsy procedure. Surgery, on
MIDxPRO’s results will encourage the
than the 70 % accuracy currently
the other hand, requires practitioners
research community to look further
obtained in a clinical setting.
to operate on patients, send excised
into the OECP measurement technique
tissues for a 20-minute analysis, and
and understand it has much room for
repeat the operation until frozen section analysis (FSA) for improvement. She is already planning to take her research
rapid pathology evaluation comes up with clean results. Need- to the clinical level.
less to say, both procedures are laborious, prone to human
error and costly.
This is why further research on OECPs is needed. As Prof.
Yilmaz points out, “An OECP would drive down the cost of
biopsy, thereby making it more accessible. Dedicated algorithms allow for automated decision making, which can in
turn reduce the chances of misdiagnosis. Meanwhile, the
same technology can be used to detect surgical margin and
prevent radical mastectomies where possible. This would cut
down a rehabilitation process that can take several months
while deducing malignant tumour return rates.”
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Cancer with Open Ended Contact Probes
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Istanbul Technical University in Turkey
To help overcome existing difficulties, the project team,
which received support under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie
programme, put OECPs under the microscope. They investigated new mathematical approaches, the structure and
sensing depth of probes with different apertures, as well as
measurement uncertainties. They also worked on an integrated probe system that can be sealed and sterilised, and,
last but not least, adopted machine algorithms to classify
the material being tested.
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New intraoperative probe
for breast cancer tissue
Breast cancer diagnosis has improved over the years, leading to an increasing number of
surgical tumour resections in specific breast-conserving surgery. An innovative probe for
detecting breast cancer tissue during operation could improve retention of healthy tissue
and improve the local treatment outcome.

residual cancer in 20-30 % of patients who require reoperation after a partial mastectomy. Apart from patient dissatisfaction, this contributes to increased healthcare costs and
poorer cosmetic results.

© sfam_photo, Shutterstock

As with most cancer operations, breast-conserving surgery
aims to completely remove cancer with clear surgical margins
while maintaining the natural shape of the breast. However,
this is not always possible, leading to breast deformity and
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An intra-operative probe for
cancer tissue
ONCOscanner (oncological probe for intra-operative identification of cancerous tissues during surgical treatment for breast
cancer) is an innovative solution that enables intra-operative recognition of collected tissues during surgical removal of cancerous
breast tissue. As the coordinator of the EU-funded ONCOscanner
project Dr Stanislaw Rogozinski explains: “The ONCOscanner
probe supports surgeons by allowing them to assess margins
of the breast cancer tissue during operation.″
Currently, surgeons rely on visual and palpation methods alongside histopathological evaluation to assess the excised tissue.
The latter routine approach confirms whether the entire neoplastic lesion has been removed and determines the margins
of healthy tissue. Despite its accuracy and low rate of false
negative results, postoperative histopathology cannot be performed during surgery leading to patient readmission in the
case of residual disease.
The ONCOscanner probe has the capacity to identify cancerous
tissue during surgery. Through the dielectric technique, it measures the electric conductivity and permeability of normal and
malignant tissue. Electric properties are lowest in fat tissue and
high in cancerous tissue, allowing the differentiation between
healthy and malignant breast tissue.

Phase 1 project helped us to better comprehend the medical devices market and distributors’ needs,″ emphasises
Dr 
Rogozinski. After understanding and
addressing intellectual property issues,
ONCOscanner partners improved and
adapted the probe for commercialisation
The ONCOscanner
purposes.
The next step is to test the probe in the clinic
through trials in independent European medical facilities. The safe and low-cost production
profile of the probe makes it ideal for use in
the constantly increasing number of breast
cancer surgeries.

probe supports
surgeons by
allowing them to
assess margins
of the breast
cancer tissue
during operation.

Overall, ONCOscanner provides a tool for identifying surgical margins during operation, avoiding the laborious
and time-consuming need for postoperative histopathology. This
real-time detection of residual cancer in the remaining breast
tissue will help remove all carcinogenic lesions during surgery, a
prerequisite for achieving therapeutic success in breast cancer. In
view of the future, Dr Rogozinski is confident that: “Implementation of the ONCOscanner probe will help avoid a significant number of breast reoperations, saving billions of euros in healthcare
costs every year and improving patient quality of life.″

P R OJ E C T

Importantly, the ONCOscanner probe has been designed to overcome the influence of components with high electrical conductivity such as blood, plasma and electrolytes. It can be used
repeatedly during operation without the need for irradiation or
special training. The probe has also been validated in many
medical experiments and demonstrated absolute safety and
very high sensitivity (87 %) and specificity (99 %).

ONCOscanner – oncological probe for intraoperative identification of cancerous tissues
during surgical treatment for breast cancer
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Onco Scanner in Poland
FUNDED UNDER

Bringing the ONCOscanner
probe to the clinic
During the project, partners successfully produced the
ONCOscanner probe at a low cost, offering a competitive solution to existing devices in the market. “The SME Instrument
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A step towards
augmented reality for
the treatment of cancer
PRISAR has developed a hybrid probe and detection system for targeted image-guided
surgery and post-operative molecular radiotherapy. The system offers a revolutionary

© MONOPOLY919, Shutterstock

tool for early diagnosis and improved patient survival, leading to better quality of life.

When performing resections, oncology surgeons need
tumours to be as clearly defined as possible. Imageguided surgery helps reduce the risk of residual tumour
tissue being left behind (resulting in cancer recurrence),

while also minimising healthy tissue removal. This
approach ultimately reduces patient morbidity and hospital stays, and prevents healthcare costs from spiralling
out of control.
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With the support of the EU’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme,
the PRISAR (Preclinical Intra-Operative Image-Guided Surgery
and Post-Operative Radiotherapy of Tumours) project has vastly
improved image-guided surgery’s capability. The project developed fluorescence/radionuclide cancer-targeting probes attached
to an optical molecule which, when working with a sensitive
camera system, can detect vital signals to increase surgical
precision and prognosis accuracy.

Optical and
radioactive detection
The technology was developed by first designing a small
molecule to target specific cancers. This molecule was then
attached to a light-emitting chemical so that when the molecule binds with the cancer, light is emitted and is detectable
by a specially adapted camera unit, increasing visibility for
the surgeon.
A secondary radioactive compound, a radioisotope, was then
constructed to bind to the molecule, once added to the wound
bed where the tumour had been excised. The radioisotope is
contained locally to the tumour area to minimise radioactive
toxicity in other areas of the
body. The radioisotope seeks
out and destroys any residual cancer cells after surgery,
This is the first camera system
reducing the chances of any
in the world that allows
remaining cancer cells entermultiplexing of fluorescent and
ing the blood circulation.

gamma probes during the
same procedure, demonstrating
the potential to take imageguided surgery to the next
level, towards augmented
reality for medicine.

The project also provided
focus for development of
a small handheld hybrid
detection unit which simultaneously measures both
the optical and radioactive
signals, avoiding the inconvenience of changing between two specialised cameras. “This
is the first camera system in the world that allows multiplexing
of fluorescent and gamma probes during the same procedure,
demonstrating the potential to take image-guided surgery to
the next level, towards augmented reality for medicine,” says
molecular imaging specialist Dr Alan Chan.

medicine examinations at Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham
were imaged to develop the hybrid camera.

Towards preventative medicine
By increasing the sensitivity of preoperative imaging, when compared to current standards of visual inspection and palpation
(physical examination) during surgery, PRISAR’s innovations will
benefit patients, oncologists and surgeons. Furthermore, surgeons will be able to use a combination of probes to visualise
different physiological and cellular markers, improving the overall
sensitivity and specificity of detection. The hybrid gamma-optical
imaging device also offers a new tool to tackle existing and
emerging medical challenges at the point of care and during
intra-operative image-guided surgery.
“The tangle of anatomical structures, obscured by blood, connective tissue and perhaps even scar tissue, can be challenging
to interpret and so any assistance helps reduce errors,” says
Dr Chan. “PRISAR’s augmented reality approach can not only
identify tumours, but also display their relationship with the
surrounding anatomy, including non-diseased tissues.”
The team anticipate that this diagnostic toolbox will help pave
the way towards more preventative, as opposed to curative,
medical approaches. For example, surgery could even be avoided
if the camera systems used for image-guided surgery were
made sensitive and specific enough to detect early signs of
metastases.
Currently, it is anticipated that the fluorescent probe will be
available in 2022, with the hybrid gamma-optical camera still
undergoing clinical evaluation and expected to be market-ready
around the same time.
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The camera’s modified fluorescent imaging component was originally tested on an immunocompromised mouse, with imaging
carried out after the injection of a tracer chemical (111In-DTPATrastuzumab-CW800). Clinical imaging was also conducted on
a human thyroid gland during a thyroid scintigraphy procedure
(gamma scan). Additionally, volunteers undergoing nuclear
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Precision diagnosis
and treatment for
difficult-to-treat cancers
Despite large-scale genome re-sequencing studies for major cancers, no comparable
efforts exist which examine all kinases in biological subtypes of breast cancer. RATHER
set out to address this, concentrating on two poor-prognosis subtypes of breast cancer.

The EU-supported RATHER (Rational Therapy for Breast Cancer:
Individualized Treatment for Difficult-to-Treat Breast Cancer
Subtypes) project developed specific biomarker signatures
to accurately predict outcome in patients with ILC (using the
MammaPrint test) or response to therapy in patients with
TN breast cancer (using the BRCAness test), as well as uncovered
novel treatments for both breast cancer subtypes.

© Dr. Claudia Aura Gonzalez (University College Dublin), RATHER

Cancer genotyping has correlated the responses to targeted anticancer drugs with mutations in specific genes. Many of these
mutations occur in signalling components, known as kinases. The
difficult-to-treat subtypes of invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC)
or triple negative (TN) breast cancer, which account for 25 % of
all breast cancers, currently have a lack of targeted therapies,
leading to poor patient prognosis.
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RATHER’s results have immediate clinical potential to expand the
reach of MammaPrint (an already approved diagnostic assay)
into the subgroup of ILC breast cancers. The project has also
contributed to several clinical trials, with the work yielding new
diagnostic and therapeutic approaches, now paving the way for
advances in breast cancer management.

Tailoring of medicine
Many cancers make changes to key cellular proteins, known as
kinases. As well as playing a key part in physiological pathways,
when it comes to cancer, kinases also act as molecular switches
to control how it grows and spreads. RATHER investigated the
genes that produce kinase proteins to determine if specific
changes to the gene code, or other alterations in a patient’s
cancer cells, can explain why the cancer forms and spreads.
The consortium explored the rate of activation of all kinases
(the ‘kinome’) in TN breast tumours lacking the oestrogen-,
progesterone- and HER2 receptors (15 % of breast cancers),
and ILC of the breast (10 %
of breast tumours). In particular, 518 kinase genes were
sequenced to identify mutaBy uncovering changes to
tions associated with either
particular kinases and the
breast cancer. In addition to
function of the mutated
DNA sequencing, kinase alterprotein, and then tracing that
ations were also assessed at
back to the patient’s specific
the mRNA and protein level,
as well as for evidence of
breast cancer subtype, we
copy number variation.
have discovered several new

ways to accurately predict the
outcome for patients and
potentially also treat patients
more effectively.

Alterations were examined
using computer-based systems and pre-clinical lab
models. As project coordinator Prof. William Gallagher
explains: “Our work has identified differences in breast cancers
of various subtypes and is based on the fact some of these
alterations will turn out to be involved in driving the disease,
not just random effects.”

The RATHER consortium took a leading role in a m
 ulti-centre,
Phase Ib/II clinical trial of a novel kinase inhibitor drug called
‘taselisib’. The initial Phase Ib trial successfully showed that
a combination of traditional endocrine therapy (the drug
tamoxifen) and this new kinase inhibitor was well tolerated
by patients.
As Prof. Gallagher summarises: “By uncovering changes to particular kinases and the function of the mutated protein, and
then tracing that back to the patient’s specific breast cancer
subtype, we discovered several new ways to accurately predict
the outcome for patients and potentially also treat patients
with this subtype more effectively.”
RATHER contributes directly towards applications that will provide not only improved diagnostics, but also therapeutic options
for breast cancer, one of the leading causes of cancer-related
deaths in women. The team’s work aligns with wider efforts
towards more individualised cancer treatment and the phase
two clinical trial of the novel kinase inhibitor is now underway,
alongside complementary trials.
This research was undertaken with the support of the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie programme.
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Where available, small molecule inhibitors were selected based
on their ability to limit the growth of cells expressing subtypespecific kinase alterations.
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